
The sky and how we observe it.	


See C&M Chap. 1 & 5 (plus the magnitude scale in Chap. 17)�



Constellations and asterisms 



Stars in constellations are not necessarily associated with 
one another, as shown in this 3D view of Orion.	












Magnitudes follow of a system of powers based on the 
value of 2.512 (rounded to 2.5 here for convenience).	


Magnitude difference             brightness ratio	

1                                            2.5	

2                                            2.5 x 2.5=6.3	

3                                            2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 = 16	


m1 - m2 = -2.5 log10 (f1/f2)	

	

f1/f2 = 10-0.4(m1 - m2)	




Example:  how many times fainter can Hubble see than 
the naked eye limit?	


f1/f2 = 10-0.4(m1 - m2)	

        = 10 -0.4(6 - 28)	

        =  6.3 x 108	

        =  630 million	


Or:   2.512 (28-6) 	

        = 6.3 x 108	




An astronomical unit (AU) is the average 
distance between the earth and the sun. 
 
1 AU = 1.5 x 10 8 km (150 million km) 

Question: if Jupiter is 5 
times more distant 
from the sun than the 
earth, what is the 
distance between the 
sun and Jupiter? 

Aside:  Some distance measures	




AU are convenient for the solar system, but what about 
distances to other stars?  
 
The nearest star to the sun is Proxima Centauri at 4 x 10 13 

km (40 million, million km) away.  How many AU is that? 

1 AU = 1.5 x 108 km 
4 x 1013 / 1.5 x 108  = 2.7 x 105 AU!! 
 
So, for distances to stars we use a  
different unit: the light year. 
	




Definition: One light year is the distance that light travels 
in one year. What is a light year in kilometres?   
  
Light travels at 3x 105 km/s.  First we need to calculate 
how many seconds in a year:   
60 x 60 x 24 x 365 = 3.15 x 107 seconds. 
 
distance= speed x time = (3x 105)  x (3.15 x 107 ) 
1 light year  = 9.5 x 1012 km 
 
Let’s return to Proxima Cen. which is 4 x 1013 km away.  
How many light years is this? 
 
4 x 1013 / 9.5 x 1012  = 4.2 light years	




The Celestial Sphere	








Angle of elevation of pole star tells us latitude.	






The orbits of stars are 
drawn as circles that 
connect east and west 
(because they rise in the 
east and set in the west).	


Drawing a horizon 
diagram helps us 
understand why no stars 
appear circumpolar if 
we are at the equator 
(latitude 0).	




The sun’s apparent motion through the sky defines the ecliptic. 	




The northernmost point of the ecliptic is called the summer solstice, 
similarly for the winter solstice in the south.  	




The points on the sky where the celestial equator crosses the ecliptic 
are called the equinoxes.	




December 21	


June 21	




Equinoxes:	




Altitude and azimuth:	




Math detour - angles!	

Degrees (º), minutes (ʹ′) and seconds (ʺ″) of arc.	

•   60 ʺ″ = 1 ʹ′, 60 ʹ′ = 1º, 360 º = full circle	

•   60 arcsec = 1 arcmin, 60 arcmin = 1 deg.	

•   3600 arcsec = 1 deg.	


Hours (h), minutes (m) and seconds (s) of time.	

•   60 s = 1 m, 60 m = 1 h, 24 h = full circle	

•   1 hour = 15 degrees	


Radians (rad)	

•   2π rad = 360 deg.	

•   1 rad = 57.29 deg = 206265 arcsec	




Right ascension and declination:	






arctic circle	


antarctic circle	




The 23.5° tilt is also the reason for the seasons.  	




At the equinoxes:	




Precession:	




The precession makes a full circle once in every 26,000 years.	










Ground or space observatory?	


1m = 1000 mm = 106 µm = 109 nm = 1010Å.  	










Chromatic aberration:	




The magnification of a telescope is simply given by 	

	

                     M = focal length of objective   =  Fo	

                             focal length of eyepiece        Fe	


However, the magnification power of a telescope is far 
from its most important property; don’t be fooled into 
buying telescopes that claim very high powers of 
magnification!!	




The most important property of a telescope is its size.  
Number of photons collected scales like d2.	


South African Large 
Telescope	


  11 m (but only 
uses 6 m)	


 South Africa	


Keck	
 Two 10 m telescopes	
 Hawaii	


VLT	
 Four 8 m telescopes	
 Chile	


Gemini	
 Two 8 m telescopes	
 Hawaii/Chile	


Subaru	
 8 m	
 Hawaii	


Hubble Space 
Telescope	


2.4 m	
 Low earth orbit	


Telescope        Mirror size            Location	








For a given mirror or lens size, there is a limiting 
resolution that can be achieved.  This is known as the 
diffraction limit.  	


Diffraction limit equation:  Δθ (rad) ~ λ/D	




Resolution (arcsec) = wavelength (µm)   x 0.25	

                                 mirror diameter (m) 	


Resolution is a measure of the smallest detail that can be 
seen at a particular wavelength, usually measured in 
arcseconds.	


Low resolution                        High resolution	




angular diameter (arcsecs)    =     linear diameter	

206,265                                             distance	


Aside: The small angle formula	

This important formula allows us to calculate the true 
diameter of an object if we know its distance and its 
angular diameter (apparent size expressed in an angle). 
More on this next lecture.	


The diameter and the distance are always in the same units,	

e.g. centimetres, metres, kilometres, lightyears.  The units	

themselves don’t matter, as long as they’re the same.	




Example:  What size optical telescope do we need to ‘resolve’ (ie 
see the scale of) an arena on the moon?	


First use small angle to estimate angular size of a 100 m arena on 
the moon which is at a distance of 3.8 x 108 m:	


angular size =  physical size  x 206265  = 100  x 206265	

                             distance                       3.8 x 108 	

                    = 0.05 arcseconds	

                         	

Next use the resolution formula in the optical, chose  λ=500 nm and 
set resolution to 0.05 arcsecs:	


Diameter = wavelength (m)  x 251643 = 500 x 10-9  x 251643	

                     resolution                              0.05	

                = 2.5 m	




In practice, the atmosphere blurs the image: seeing.	

Seeing is typically 5 arcsec in Victoria and <1arcsec in Hawaii.  	




A telescope in space can truly work at its diffraction limit.	




The effects of the atmosphere can be overcome by adaptive optics 
(AO) which uses a deformable mirror to exactly compensate for the 
shape of the atmospheric turbulence.	


Neptune without and with Keck+AO	






AO allows telescopes to work at their diffraction limit ie give 
images with the maximum resolution of λ x 251,643/D. A 
large ground-based telescope with AO gives images sharper 
(ie with better resolution) than HST.	


Optical HST image	
 Keck+AO infra-red image	


Uranus	




Images are recorded 
on a charge couple 
device (CCD), contain 
a tiny capacitor in 
every cell “pixel” that 
accumulates charge 
through the 
photoelectric effect.	




How do we choose a site for a professional optical 
telescope?  Ideally we require that	


•   The sky is clear for much of the year	

•   We are on a mountain high enough to be above the 
clouds if they come along	

•   We are in a dry environment (red optical light gets 
absorbed by water vapour)	

•   We are far from light pollution	

•   We are in a place with a stable atmosphere to minimise 
image blurring due to turbulence	


The ideal sites turn out often to be high desert 
mountains or extinct volcanoes!	




Two of the major sites for optical astronomy are on the 
top of Mauna Kea on the Big Island of Hawaii, and in the 
Chilean Atacama desert.	






The Very Large Telescope (VLT) is actually 4 8-m 
telescopes in northern Chile and are amongst the largest 
optical telescopes in the world.	




The mirror is polished for months so that its surface is 
perfect.  There are no bumps larger than 8 nm!!	




The 230 ton mirror at the VLTs are set into a hydrolic base 
and its shape is changed by 150 mechanical arms.	




Due to the difficulty of manufacturing large mirrors that are 
thin enough to deform with mechanical arms, many large 
telescopes (such as the Keck 10-m telescopes) have 
segmented mirrors made of individual hexagons.	




Astronomers control the telescope from a control room, 
which is often separate from the actual telescope.  In fact, 
more and more observing is done ‘remotely’ where the 
astronomer designs their observations in advance and 
leaves an observatory employee to follow their detailed 
instructions.	






The future: the Thirty Metre Telescope.	


Began construction on Hawaii 
in 2014, completion in 202?.  
A partnership between the 
Canada, India, China, Japan 
and UC/Caltech.	

	

Total construction cost: $1.5bn	

Instruments: $200m	

Annual operations: $38m	


New knowledge: priceless!	




James Webb Space Telescope (JWST): 6.5m optical/NIR	










Ground-based observations can also be made at radio, 
sub-mm and millimetre wavelengths from the ground.	


Advantages over optical astronomy: surfaces don’t need 
to be as smooth.  Can observe during the day!!  Can 
combine antennas to produce an interferometer.	






The Extended Very Large Array (VLA) has 27 dishes 
spread over 36 km.	




Atacama Large Millimetre Array: ALMA	

66 antennas over 16 km at 5000m altitude in Chile.	




Proto-planetary disk discovered by ALMA in 2014.	




Further ahead: SKA (built in Australia and S. Africa) 
collecting area of a square km!  Construction starts in 
2018, full operations in 2024.  Antennas spread over 
3000 km.	



